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supreme need to make them one. He still cared sincerely for
social reform; but few, if any, of his followers in parliament sup-
ported him for its sake. Leading the opposition to Gladstone he
had taxed his rival's reforms with menacing 'every institution and
every interest, every class and every calling in the country' and
planning to 'despoil churches and plunder landlords'.1 Such
slogans are defensive, not progressive; they had made him the
rallying-point for the interests which were kicking at change. It
was a legitimate position for a conservative leader, but not one
where he could take reform for his first motto, even when quali-
fied as 'social' to distinguish it from the liberal brand. He needed
others, and he chose two—the monarchy and the empire. Both
remained written on the conservative banner for half a century
after his death.
The second alone had much influence on political events.
Between 1874 and 1914, while the person of the monarch may
even have gained importance as a figure-head, it steadily lost
power as a factor in government. This resulted from the demo-
cratizing of parliament in 1867 and 1884; for a constitutional
sovereign, while able to stand up against the ministers of an oli-
garchic parliament in the name of the unrepresented democracy,
becomes powerless against men carrying the credentials of demo-
rracy itself After Disraeli's death the process went on under
liberals or conservatives indifferently; no memory of his roman-
ticism could move his party to arrest it. But with imperialism
the case was different. Though later some liberals cared more
for it than some conservatives (Lord Rosebery more than Lord
Salisbury, for instance), Disraeli's initiative made it, on the whole,
a conservative preserve. And though time altered much from
the Disrudiun conception (in which India counted for nearly
everything, and the self-governing colonies, despite the emphasis
laid on them in his famous Crystal Palace speech/ for relatively
little), yet he here was a genuine founder, and his idea, apart
from the bias of his personal Orientalism, proved longer-sighted
than his contemporaries could know. Meanwhile the course of
his premiership, as we shall see, shows the cla///lc of imperialism
soon outshining the sober glow of social reform, and luring Dis-
raeli onward, first to triumphant climax, and then to anti-climax.
He begun by forming a distinctly able cabinet.  His greatest
initial cutrh was Lord Salisbury; who had severed himself from
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